Global Success: Liebherr Corporate Group

Liebherr is a third-generation, family-owned company founded by Dr. Hans Liebherr in 1949 with the creation of the first ever mobile crane. With over 60 years of success, Liebherr has become synonymous with the equipment needed to build homes and businesses, as well as the appliances within them.

One of the world’s largest manufacturers of construction machinery, Liebherr has expanded to eleven divisions with a wide array of product ranges, including earth moving equipment, mining, tower and maritime cranes, aerospace and transportation systems, and hotels. The company currently employs over 41,000 persons in more than 130 companies in over 50 countries worldwide.

Liebherr Appliances is Europe’s largest privately owned manufacturer of refrigerators and freezers for residential and commercial use, with an annual production of more than 2.1 million units.
Under counter fridges

To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm. If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.

The distinctive GlassLine interior conveys build and finish quality. The shelves are made of safety glass. The sectioned, slide-under glass shelf lends itself to versatile use as it can be inserted at different heights, as required.

You can freeze fresh food and store frozen food for long periods in appliances with the 4-star freezer compartment. Temperatures of -18°C and lower ensure food is stored with all the vital vitamins and minerals preserved.
Under counter fridges

The distinctive GlassLine equipment puts the finishing touches to the high quality interior. The shelves are made of safety glass.

Ergonomically designed, the extra deep transparent vegetable compartment is easy-to-clean and provide ample storage for fruit and vegetables.

Table-height appliances with manual controls come with a removable worktop so that, if necessary, they can be seamlessly integrated beneath existing worktops.

LED interior light provides optimal illumination of the refrigerator compartment.

---

**T 1700**
- Energy efficiency class: A
- Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 119 / 0.325 kWh
- Total net capacity: 149 litres
- Noise output: 38 dB(A)
- Climate rating: SN-ST
- Door/side walls: white/white
- Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3

**T 1504**
- Energy efficiency class: A
- Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 162 / 0.408 kWh
- Total net capacity: 133 litres (Fridge: 116 litres / Freezer compartment: 17 litres)
- Noise output: 41 dB(A)
- Climate rating: SN-ST
- Door/side walls: white/white
- Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3

**T 1404**
- Energy efficiency class: A
- Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 177 / 0.484 kWh
- Total net capacity: 122 litres (Fridge: 107 litres / Freezer compartment: 15 litres)
- Noise output: 41 dB(A)
- Climate rating: SN-ST
- Door/side walls: white/white
- Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

**T 1400**
- Energy efficiency class: A
- Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 118 / 0.321 kWh
- Total net capacity: 136 litres
- Noise output: 37 dB(A)
- Climate rating: SN-ST
- Door/side walls: white/white
- Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d): 85 / 50.1 / 62
The elegant and precise MagicEye control with its digital temperature display lets you keep the temperature at exactly the level you select. The clear arrangement of the function buttons makes for easy and convenient use. The automatic SuperFrost function quickly reduces the temperature to freeze your food while preserving the vitamins.

Attractively designed, the robust removable transparent drawers with an easy-to-clean interior provide ample storage and the best possible storage solution for frozen food. Freezer drawers and toughened glass shelves can be removed. VarioSpace – the practical storage solution for larger produce.

---

Under counter freezers

**GP 1476**

Energy efficiency class: A++

Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 151 / 0.413 kWh

Total net capacity: 103 litre

Noise output: 46 dB(A)

Climate rating: SN-T

Door / side walls: white / white

Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 60.2 / 62.8

---

**GN 1066**

Energy efficiency class: A

Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 191 / 0.521 kWh

Total net capacity: 91 litre

Noise output: 42 dB(A)

Climate rating: SN-ST

Door / side walls: white / white

Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 60.2 / 62.8

---

**G 1213**

Energy efficiency class: A

Energy consumption year/24 hrs: 190 / 0.518 kWh

Total net capacity: 98 litre

Noise output: 40 dB(A)

Climate rating: SN-T

Door / side walls: white / white

Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 55.3 / 62.4

---

To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm. If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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